In the absence of a functioning centromere, chromosome segregation becomes aberrant, leading to 10 an increased rate of aneuploidy. The highly specific recognition of centromeres by kinetochores 11 suggests that specific structural characteristics define this region, however, the structural details and 12 mechanism underlying this recognition remains a matter of intense investigation. To address this,
INTRODUCTION

22
The centromere is a specialized locus possessed by all chromosomes which aids in the segregation 23 of sister chromatids during cell division. Failure to faithfully segregate chromosomes will result in 24 aneuploidy, a hallmark of cancer (1). Furthermore, the presence of more than one centromere can 25 lead to di-centric attachments, which can further result in chromosome breakage (2, 3) . A matter of 26 outstanding importance is to investigate specific features of centromere derived nucleosomes which 27 2 might directly aid in its role as a substrate for microtubule attachment. Numerous studies over the 28 past two decades have shown that the characteristic feature of centromeres is the presence of 29 centromere protein A (CENP-A); a histone in nucleosomes that replaces the H3 histone of bulk 4
The nucleosome stock solution was diluted to 2 nM (based on DNA concentration) in a buffer 87 containing 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) and 4 mM MgCl 2 . Immediately following nucleosome dilution, 7 μL 88 of sample was deposited on chilled (4°C) APS-mica and was rinsed with 1.5 mL of ultrapure H 2 O after 89 a two-minute incubation followed by drying with a light flow of argon air. Prepared samples were 90 stored under vacuum until imaged on a Multimode AFM/Nanoscope IIId system using TESPA probes 91 (Bruker Nano Inc) . A typical image captured was 1.5 x 1.5 μm in size with 512 pixels/line.
92
High-Speed Atomic Force Microscopy. A piece of mica, ~100 μm thick, was punched into a circle 93 of 2 mm diameter and glued on the stage of the HS-AFM where it was functionalized with 2.5 μL of a 94 500 μM solution of APS for 30 minutes followed by a rinse with 20 μL of ultrapure H 2 O. Nucleosome 95 stock was diluted to 2 nM in buffer containing 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) and 4 mM MgCl 2 (imaging 96 buffer) and 2.5 μL of the diluted sample was deposited onto the APS-mica for 2 minutes followed by 97 multiple rinses with a total of 20 μL of imaging buffer. The sample surface was kept wet through the 98 entire sample preparation process. Images were captured in the imaging buffer by high-speed AFM 99 (RIBM) using an Olympus Micro Cantilever (BL-AC10DS-A2) that was EBD treated. Typical images 100 acquired were 200 x 200 nm in size at a scan rate ranging from 0.2-0.4 sec/frame.
101
Analysis and measurement parameters of nucleosomes imaged in air. The samples deposited 102 on APS mica and imaged by AFM in air were analyzed using Femtoscan Online for the length of each 103 free DNA arm. The contour lengths of DNA particles not bound by histone proteins were first 104 measured and a histogram with a bin size of 5 nm produced a single Gaussian fit with a center at 137 105 nm (SD = 5.5 nm, R2 = 0.99) which was established as the mean value of free DNA contour length.
106
From this fit, a length conversion unit of 0.32 nm/bp was determined and used for subsequent 107 calculations of DNA bp's free and wrapped around the histone core. For consistent measurements of 108 nucleosome arm lengths, each free DNA arm was measured from the strand end to the core center 109 as shown in Fig. 2B and the FWHM was later subtracted from the sum of the free arms to yield the 110 length of unwrapped DNA. The resulting value was subtracted from the statistically determined 137 111 nm length of the free DNA to obtain the length of wrapped DNA. The length of wrapped DNA was 112 converted to bp using the length conversion unit established above. Gwyddion was used in obtaining 113 height profile curves that were used to determine height, full width at half max height (FWHM), and 114 volume measurements for nucleosome core particles. The three height and FWHM values for each 115 5 nucleosome were averaged and these values were used in calculation of the nucleosome core 116 particle volume. The averaged curves were plotted as a histogram and fit with a Gaussian curve (Fig. 
117
S3).
118
Analysis and measurement parameters of nucleosomes imaged by HS-AFM. Movies captured 119 with HS-AFM were initially analyzed using the FalconViewer extension to IgorPro software. Each 120 image was flattened using either plane or line background removal depending on the background 121 quality. Events of interest were saved as tiffs and analyzed further in Femtoscan Online and 122 Gwyddion as done for the dry images. A moving median was plotted along with raw data for 123 visualization of the global dynamics taking place. Images published had an additional band pass filter 124 applied to lower noise; this filter was not applied to images used in analysis. OriginPro 2016 was used 125 for all graphs both in text and supplement. at half max (FWHM) of three cross section height profiles of each core particle was subtracted from 139 the sum of its respective arms ( Fig. 1B) . A histogram of the wrapped DNA yielded a bimodal 140 Gaussian distribution with the first peak centered at 120.6 ± 20 bp and a second peak with a center at 141 160.6 ± 13 bp which were determined to make up 66% and 34% of the total population, respectively 142 ( Fig. 1D ). The population with a peak centered at 120.6 ± 20 bp agrees with the value previously 143 6 reported (5). A histogram of the heights of nucleosomes produced a bimodal Gaussian distribution 144 with peaks centered at 2.1 ± 0.16 nm and 2.5 ± 0.17 nm which were calculated to populate 36% and 145 64% of total nucleosomes, respectively ( Fig. 1E ). Similar results were obtained for the nucleosome 146 volumes (Fig. S3D ). These results suggest that taller particles correspond to the population of 147 nucleosomes with 120.6 bp wrapped DNA. A close inspection of nucleosomes with 160.6 bp of 148 wrapped DNA revealed a heterogeneity in nucleosome core morphology. Strikingly, an unexpected 149 observation was that a significant population of such CENP-A nucleosomes contain DNA looped out 150 of the particle (Fig. 1F ). As a control, mononucleosomes containing H3 were assembled on the 601 151 substrate and were prepared for imaging under the same conditions as CENP-A ( Fig S4A) . The DNA 152 wrapped by these particles was determined to be 143.9 ± 20 bp which is in line with the expected 153 value of 147 bp ( Fig S4B) . The contrast in dynamics between CENP-A and H3 nucleosomes,
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RESULTS
127
DNA wrapping of CENP-A nucleosomes characterized by AFM
154
including the looping of the former, is further established below.
156
Dynamics of CENP-A nucleosomes visualized by time-lapse AFM
157
The rather broad distributions of all parameters (wrapped DNA, height, volume) of CENP-A 158 nucleosomes on the 601 substrate obtained at ambient conditions suggests a highly dynamic 159 behavior relative to H3. To directly characterize such dynamic events, we turned to time-lapse AFM, 160 in which nucleosome samples are imaged in aqueous solution. Specifically, we used high-speed AFM 161 which allows for direct observation of the nucleosomes at a sub-second image acquisition rate 162 (13, 14, 23) . Fig. 2A shows a few frames out of the 632 consecutive frames assembled as Movie S1.
163
The selected area contained four CENP-A nucleosomes; the dynamics of which were captured 164 simultaneously at a rate of 3.3 frames per second.
165
Every nucleosome in this dataset spontaneously unwraps and the dynamics were characterized by 166 measuring the lengths of DNA arms. These measurements were made for each of the four particles 167 across all 632 frames as presented in Fig. 2B and Fig. S5-7 . The two shortest-lived particles, particles 168 2 and 4, are initially wrapped less than the 121 bp mean value ( Fig. 1D) , with 100 ± 11 and 86 ± 13 169 bp, respectively. Next, the partially unwrapped nucleosomes begin a wrapping process, achieving 170 wrapped values of 126 ± 15 bp and 121 ± 11 bp for particles 2 and 4, respectively. The transient 171 wrapping is followed by unwrapping of both particles until they become fully unwrapped after ~100 172 frames ( Fig. 2B ; particles 2 and 4). 
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DNA for ~200 frames until it unwraps to 105 ± 26 bp for ~200 frames. This is a process with multiples 177 unwinding-rewinding step as is evident from the large width of the Gaussians approximated from the 178 experimental histograms (see Fig. 2B ). Unique from the other four nucleosomes, particle 1 never fully 179 unwraps, instead rewrapping 38 ± 12 bp around a smaller histone complex, where it remains stable 
195
3B-E. Contour length analysis of the loop ( Fig. 3B and C) shows that its formation is reversible, as it 196 dramatically changes size five times as seen on the loop cross sections and the loop size graph. The 197 first two times the loop is formed, it grows to be ~15 bp until retightening around the core. Shortly 198 after, the formation of the first of these two loops was found to be accompanied by a more than two-199 fold reduction in relative core volume where it remained for the subsequent looping events ( Fig. 3C 200 and E). This reduction in volume can be attributed to an approximately two-fold reduction in relative 201 height of the nucleosome, while the width of the particle is seen to slightly increase, as also revealed 202 by still images. Such a reduction in height can be explained in part to a loss of DNA from the histone 203 8 core due to looping, which greatly affects such measurements. The potential dissociation of H2A/H2B 204 was not observed during the loop formation events. A height reduction of this magnitude which is 205 never reached again despite shrinking of the loop, suggests that upon looping of the DNA, an internal 206 rearrangement of the histone core has occurred. Unlike the first two loops formed, the third grows to a 207 size of ~30 bp where it remains stable for eight frames until growing to ~90 bp. After five frames, the 208 ~90 bp loop shrinks back to ~30 bp where it remains stable for over 20 frames.
209
Measurements of the DNA arm contour lengths lend insight to the mechanism by which the loop is 210 forming; either by sliding of the DNA around the particle, or by falling away of the DNA from the core Previous studies have illustrated that the spontaneous unwrapping of nucleosomes is the major DNA 219 dissociation event for H3 containing chromatin subunits; as was also observed for H3 nucleosomes 220 assembled in this study (Movie S3 and Fig. S8 ). was also observed However, potential translocation 221 (or, hopping), disruption of protein-protein contacts, or sliding of the histone core were not taken into 222 consideration. In our previous time-lapse experiments we did visualize sliding, although it was limited 223 to a relatively short range (14). Long-range sliding was only previously observed in the presence of is bi-directional. The initial translocation takes place while the nucleosome is partly unwrapped, and 230 the DNA moves in a corkscrew like motion around the core until it is at the end of the DNA substrate 231 ( Fig. 4A and Movie S4). The contour length of the 'shrinking' DNA arm was measured from its end, to 232 the center of the core particle for 250 frames until the core had moved to the end of the DNA 233 9 substrate. This 'forward' translocation moves the DNA a total of ~180 bp but then appears to stall 234 twice along the way. The first time is after the DNA moves ~25 bp and the second after it moves ~75 235 bp. Lastly, it moves ~70 bp to the end of the DNA strand where it stays for few hundred frames ( Fig.   236   4A and B) . Next, the DNA begins a reverse translocation of ~180 bp, back to its starting position (Fig. 
237
4B and Movie S5). Unlike the partly wrapped, corkscrew-like translocation, the reverse propagation 238 stalls four times after moving the following distances in order of the translocation: ~60 bp, ~52 bp, ~40 239 bp, ~25 bp (Fig. 4B ). Similar translocation events were clearly observed for seven nucleosome 240 particles.
241
Following the reverse translocation, the core particle was seen to transfer from one DNA molecule 242 to another. A set of a few AFM images is shown as Fig. 5A ; the full set of data can be seen in Movie 243 S6. Initially, two nucleosomes are shown in the same scanning area. One nucleosome unwraps 244 leaving a free DNA substrate (frame 2) which is later approached by the second nucleosome core 245 particle (frame 3). This nucleosome core particle becomes associated simultaneously with two DNA 246 molecules (frame 3 and 4), eventually transferring its core to the free DNA substrate. Schematically 247 this process is shown in Fig. 5B .
249
DISCUSSION
250
In this study, we identified the dynamics of CENP-A nucleosomes by AFM techniques including high-251 speed time lapse imaging which revealed that CENP-A nucleosomes are capable of spontaneous 252 unwrapping. As was reported previously for H3 nucleosomes and observed for the H3 control sample 253 in this study, the spontaneous unwrapping of CENP-A nucleosomes was the eventual fate for all 254 particles imaged (14-16). The simultaneous visualization of four nucleosomes as they unwrap (Fig. 2   255 and Movie S5) illustrates that the phenomenon is common and that spontaneous dynamics are an 256 intrinsic feature of all nucleosomes. Unlike H3 containing nucleosomes however, the unwrapping 257 process/pathway for each CENP-A nucleosome is different; some of them unwrap rapidly like H3 258 (e.g., particles 2 and 4), while others take a longer time via dynamic pathways (e.g., particles 1 and 259 3). While a similar process was observed for canonical nucleosomes, we identified a number of 260 dynamic behaviors unique to CENP-A nucleosome that are not found in the canonical nucleosome 261 (14, 17) . Details of these features are discussed below. Fig. 1F . The major peak is associated with wrapping ~120 bp DNA which makes ~1.5 turns around 266 the CENP-A core compared with ~1.7 turns for canonical particles. This value is in line with recent 267 crystallographic and Cryo EM studies (5, 27) . This difference was discussed and highlighted in our 268 recent paper in which different models of nucleosomal arrays based on these differences in turn 269 number were proposed, as supported by several studies (5, 11, 27) . However, we identified a second 270 population of nucleosomes with much shorter DNA flanks that were determined to have 160 bp of 271 wrapped DNA which corresponds to as many as two full turns of DNA around the core. This 272 population was found to contain approximately half as many particles as the main population and is 273 unique to CENP-A nucleosomes, as such a bimodal distribution is not observed with canonical 274 nucleosomes which have been shown both in this ( Fig S4B) and previous studies to have a single 275 population with ~1.7 DNA turns (15,28). High-resolution images in Fig. 1F revealed that the arm 276 length deficit for a portion of the CENP-A population is not due to the elevated wrapping of DNA but 277 rather to large segments of DNA that are looped out from the core. These looped nucleosomes are 278 formed in such a way that the non-looped DNA, in contact with the core, consists of both 601 279 sequence and an adjacent segment of non-specific DNA. The mechanism by which such loops 280 assemble was next probed using time-lapse imaging in which (Fig. 3) we observed small loops are 281 formed initially which continue to grow over time. Two processes contribute to the looping-out of DNA:
282
First, a segment of DNA dissociates from the histone core, as evidenced by decrease the particle size 283 (compare frames 1 and 4 in Fig. 3A) . Second, a segment of the left flank moves around the core.
284
Importantly, the segment remained bound to the histone core forming a stably existing loop. As it is 285 seen from frames 5 through 8, the loop shrinks and this process is primarily due to moving of the left 286 flank of the DNA substrate. The looping process is reversible due to the retained integrity of the 287 CENP-A histone core.
289
Translocation of histone core
290
The spontaneous translocation of CENP-A histone cores is another dynamic property of CENP-A 291 nucleosomes as illustrated in Fig. 4 . In this example, the core moves over ~180 bp and then 292 11 eventually returns to the initial position. It stops at the end of the DNA substrate and has a few pauses 293 along the translocation path. A similar pattern is observed for the reverse translocation. We used arm 294 length measurements to estimate the DNA wrapping efficiency of the histone core during the 295 translocation. Initially (frame 1 in Fig. 4A.) , 104 bp of DNA are seen to wrap around the histone core, 296 which is 16 bp shorter than for the mean value for CENP-A nucleosomes estimated in Fig. 1D. 
297
However, only a portion (~40 bp) of the DNA is in direct contact with the core, as the rest forms a 
306
Translocation has previously been observed for H3 nucleosomes and is therefore not unique to 307 CENP-A (14). However, a distinction can be made when comparing the ranges of H3 translocation to 308 that of CENP-A. H3 is limited to ~40 bp as the histone core quickly loses integrity and dissociates 309 from DNA into its histone components (14). Ranges exceeding 100 bp were only achieved in the 310 presence of CHAPS detergent, which like other detergents stabilizes the histone core from 311 dissociation in dilute solutions of mononucleosomes (14, 16) . In this study, we revealed that CENP-A 312 is capable of reversible long range translocation of ~180 bp in the absence of stabilizing 313 factors/conditions. Critical to this ability is the stability of the CENP-A histone core upon loosening or 314 unwrapping of DNA. Despite losing two-thirds of its contacts with DNA prior to translocation, the core 315 remains whole and continues spontaneous interactions with and along the DNA substrate. As CENP-
316
C has been shown to stabilize fully wrapped CENP-A nucleosomes, our results suggest that the 317 unwrapped core is also stable and capable of maintaining dynamic contacts with DNA (9).
319
Interstrand transfer of CENP-A core 320 Transfer of the nucleosome core from one DNA substrate to another, as illustrated in Fig. 5 , is 321 another characteristic of CENP-A nucleosomes that has not been directly visualized before. Evidence 12 of interstrand nucleosome transfer was presented and discussed in landmark studies (29, 30) and 323 was recently demonstrated in a magnetic tweezers study (31). Furthermore, our results directly 324 support such an ability. An interesting feature of the transfer process, as Fig. 5 illustrates, is that the 325 transfer takes place between two DNA substrates. Note that exchange between the two DNA strands 326 takes place with the CENP-A nucleosome core in contact with ~40 bp, as schematically shown in the 327 cartoon (Fig. 5B) . We would like to emphasize two important features of the CENP-A nucleosome 328 core that makes such a transfer possible: the retained integrity of the histone core, and the long 329 lifetime of the core-DNA complex after unwrapping. Again, these properties are unique to the stable 330 CENP-A core and were not previously observed for canonical nucleosomes (14).
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Overall, the experiments presented here reveal the highly dynamic properties of CENP-A 332 nucleosomes that contribute to centromeric chromatin remodeling. Nucleosomes spontaneously 333 undergo the unfolding process utilizing two major pathways: looping, and translocation along DNA, 334 which enables the transfer of nucleosomes from one DNA to another. These spontaneous processes 335 can be modulated by environmental conditions. Nucleosome remodeling can occur by different 336 pathways with the necessary pathway for a specific genetic process (repair, replication, transcription) 337 being promoted through recruitment of a specialized remodeling factor (32); for example, Chd1 can 338 be used for sliding of nucleosomes (33). Our discoveries of the nanoscale dynamics intrinsic to 339 CENP-A nucleosomes suggest that dynamic rearrangements of centromeric chromatin can occur in 340 the absence of remodeling factors and at the same time facilitate dynamics of chromatin catalyzed by 341 the remodeling factors. In addition to CENP-A nucleosome dynamics, we observed that CENP-A 342 stabilizes nucleosome core particles against complete dissociation upon loosening or unwrapping of 343 DNA. We speculate that this novel property of CENP-A might permit it to stay associated with H2A,
344
H2B and H4, thereby permitting rapid nucleosome re-assembly following mitosis, transcription or 345 replication induced eviction. Furthermore, the stabilization of fully wrapped CENP-A nucleosomes by 
